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It is widely accepted that feminist speculative fiction (SF) provides an imaginative space for the exploration of ideas first proposed in feminist theory. This article demonstrates that the changing attitude to feminine time explored in feminist polemic from the second wave to the contemporary feminist poststructuralist approach can be traced in Ursula Le Guin’s Earthsea series, which was written over four decades. Le Guin’s approach shifts from a second wave repudiation of feminine time in The Tombs of Atuan to a postmodern embracing of feminine time as becoming in the later novels, Tehanu and The Other Wind. A close reading of these texts shows that Le Guin’s images, and the action that flows throughout the series, contribute a unique vision of becoming to the contemporary feminist investigation of time.       
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Some feminist speculative fiction (SF) theorists argue that feminist SF is as much a ‘body of knowledge’, functioning as an ‘apparatus for the production of feminist culture’, as is feminist theory (Merrick 2009, 2; Haraway 1991, 162–163; King 1994, xv–xvi). They contend that it may be studied as an extension of the political vision offered by feminist theory because it reflects and encourages imaginative speculation about feminist concerns. The SF of Ursula K. Le Guin is well-known for doing just this. In this article I offer a close-reading of her Earthsea series that investigates the manner in which these novels reflect the progression of a specific debate in feminist theory: that of women’s relationship to time, particularly the temporal mode referred to as ‘feminine time’. I begin with an analysis of The Tombs of Atuan, first published in 1972, briefly outlining the dominant feminist attitudes to feminine time during this period, the Second Wave (circa 1960-1980), and then discussing Le Guin’s response to these attitudes as reflected in the novel. I then offer an analysis of the last two books in the series, Tehanu (1992) and The Other Wind (2002), in which I argue that Le Guin’s approach to time in these two novels reflects the poststructural developments that dominated the debate during the Third Wave (circa 1980 to the present). Therefore, although Le Guin’s fantasy is less overtly polemical than feminist theory may be, as King, Merrick and Haraway suggest, it is possible to consider it both an interesting adjunct to feminist theory, and an effective vehicle for the dissemination of feminist culture. 

I focus my reading on these three novels because, of the five that make up the series, these focus on the struggles of female protagonists against the masculinist cultures of Earthsea and, as I show, the relationship of women to feminine time. Although time paradoxes, time travel and time loops have been well-explored in SF criticism, there remains something of a gap where women’s relationship to time lies. This reading of Le Guin’s Earthsea series is an attempt to begin redressing that gap.

While some contemporary theorists argue that umbrella terms such as the First Wave, Second Wave and so on are problematic because they suggest an illusory feminist unity (Archer Mann and Huffman 2005, 58), the application of these terms persists; I use them here because they provide a useful shorthand when referring to the feminisms of specific historical periods. Very briefly, the First Wave refers to the time of the suffragettes at the beginning of the twentieth century and is marked by a Liberal feminist agenda to acquire material equality for women. The Second Wave is commonly accepted as extending from the 1960s to the early 1980s. In very simplistic terms, the dominant feminisms of this period could be described as Liberal (focused on gaining equal political rights for women), Marxist (focused on the woman worker and women in economies of class and power) and Gynocentric (an activism that encouraged the celebration of everything feminine and ‘of woman’ in defiance of masculinist denigration of ‘universal woman’ throughout history). The Third Wave is generally thought to be constituted by the postmodern and poststructuralist feminisms that gained ground during the 1980s, many of which began as a reaction to the essentialisms of Second Wave gynocentrism. (Feminisms that explore subalternities are sometimes referred to as the Fourth Wave.) 

During the Second Wave, time was simplistically identified as one of the mechanisms used by a ‘hegemonic patriarchy’ to keep ‘universal woman’ in her place, by feminists subscribing to the three dominant feminist ideologies of the period. Drawing on the argument that western logic divides everything into sets of binary oppositions, the one half gendered masculine and the other, feminine (de Beauvoir 1953; Cixous 1975), it was argued that time itself was divided into two gendered temporal modes: masculine linear time, associated with the ordered, public, male-dominated realms of reason, commerce and science and feminine cyclical time, equated with the private, domestic, irrational and essentially un/re-productive. Following the publication of de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex in 1953, a number of feminists argued that women had been disadvantaged by their exclusion from public linear time and offered solutions to the problem (Ulanov 1971; Daly 1973, 1978; Kristeva 1979; Firestone 1971; Johles-Forman and Sowton 1984; Davies 1990). 

In her article ‘Women’s Time’ (1979), Julia Kristeva identifies these feminist attitudes to time and discusses the solutions they proffer, describing them as first, second and third generations. According to her, first generation feminists contend that women are equal to men, deserving of the same rights and the same access to the agora; their demand is that women extricate themselves from feminine time and insert themselves into patrilinear time. Although Kristeva ascribes this approach to the suffragettes during the First Wave, I would like to suggest that it also reflects the position of Second Wave Liberal and Marxist feminisms which sought to gain access to the public arena for women. In opposition to this, second generation feminists defy the superiority of masculinist culture and patrilinear time, calling women to embrace a separatist ‘women’s time’, an approach advocated by Second Wave Gynocentric feminisms. Third generation feminists, however, propose neither of the above but see value in a dialectical relationship between both temporal modes. In this case, the experiences of the Other, which always occur in feminine time (because it remains coded other to the masculine norm), may be brought into regulated linear time in order to effect change in patrilinear reality. Kristeva suggests that this approach to time offers the greatest potential for subversion of patriarchal culture because it neither denies the importance of Other time nor seeks to maintain its separation from patrilinear reality. This dialectical approach to time is reflected most clearly in feminist positions of the Third Wave.

In The Tombs of Atuan, Le Guin describes the feminine time to which Earthsea women are relegated as severely limiting. She suggests that women require access to masculine, linear time if they are to contribute to living, public reality and so this novel belongs to Kristeva’s first generation. Later, however, in Tehanu and The Other Wind Le Guin acknowledges that the solution offered by The Tombs of Atuan is simplistic and ineffective because merely gaining access to linear time does not sufficiently challenge masculinist culture. In the later novels her female protagonists gain access to an alternative feminine time and the agency they acquire while away from patrilinear reality enables them to challenge the masculinist culture of Earthsea on their return to linear time. These novels therefore fall into Kristeva’s third generation.
 
As I mentioned previously, what Kristeva calls the third generation has much in common with contemporary poststructuralist feminist approaches to feminine time which take as their starting point the writings of philosophers such as Deleuze, Bergson and Nietzsche who use the term ‘the feminine’ as a schema to denote a temporality that privileges ‘becoming’ (Grosz 1999, 2005; Odih 1999; Burchill 2006, 2010). Burchill describes becoming as ‘a process that links together terms incapable of being reduced to the “molar” entities – individuals, persons, and things – we habitually take ourselves to be, as situated within a linear time serving as the measure for the development of forms and the determination of subjects’ (2010, 87). As such, ‘becoming’ is about infinite possibilities and not the achievement of a unified ‘identity’ and it therefore enables the destabilisation of categories that have inhabited somewhat static and stable positions in the symbolic order, such as the term ‘woman’. Odih, too, writes that ‘to talk of “becoming” in this way is to embrace a perspective that refuses inevitability, universality or constancy in what it means to be a male or female subject’ (1999, 14); in this framework one’s access to feminine time is therefore part of what makes gender a shifting, unstable concept. In Tehanu and The Other Wind, Le Guin connects her female protagonists with ‘becoming’ and in so doing challenges masculinist culture’s conceptualisations of ‘woman’ and ‘feminine time’ as passive or inert. 

Le Guin’s exploration of becoming is embodied in the shape-changing dragon-women of the last two books, Tehanu and Orm Irian. They defy easy classification and static identification as either woman or dragon and Le Guin foregrounds the fact that they have access to another temporality, an ‘other wind’, different from the patrilinear time governing Earthsea. Because they can separate themselves from patrilinear culture and its expectations of women, these characters become something new and bring about the cosmogenesis, the becoming, of Earthsea itself. Significantly, although the connection between women and dragons is overt in these two later books, two decades before the publication of Tehanu Le Guin uses images of dragons and light when she describes Tenar’s liberation in The Tombs of Atuan. Therefore, even in the early novel, she begins to forge her connection between women and dragons and both to becoming, a feminine temporality that challenges patrilinear culture. 

Before I move onto my discussion of the books themselves, I would like to digress for a moment and suggest that Le Guin’s exploration of feminine time and becoming takes on a particularly interesting resonance in the Earthsea series because she uses Taoist images to link her ‘becoming-women’ with masculine yang, destabilizing the conventional association of women with passivity even further. Many critics have addressed the Taoist elements in The Earthsea Series (Cummins 1993; Bernardo and Murphy 2006; Burns 2010) but, unlike these critics, I would like to propose that a close reading of this series reveals that Le Guin’s feminist sympathies inflect her use of Taoist imagery, particularly in her exploration of feminine time.
 
In his book Blue Dragon White Tiger: Taoist Rites of Passage (1990), Taoism scholar Michael Saso writes that yang is the male ‘moving forces’ of the world that bring about ‘cosmic change and the completion of a cycle’ (1990, 1) and that ‘the cosmic symbol of yang is the sun, the source of daylight’. In religious iconography yang is represented by a ‘blue dragon’. The counterpart of yang is the female energy yin, associated with ‘the night’ and ‘winter rest’ (1990, 3) and pictured in religious iconography as ‘the spirits of the mountains, water and the white tiger’ (1990, 15). Traditionally, yin connotes passivity, gentleness and stillness, and has therefore been associated with women. Similarly, yang which connotes action and unbridled vitality has been associated with men. Saso himself uses the terms ‘male’ and ‘female’ to describe these forces, thus confirming these conventional associations. 

However, even a cursory consideration of the Earthsea novels may reveal that the associations of these images have been reversed. The first three novels (A Wizard of Earthsea, The Tombs of Atuan and The Farthest Shore) trace the journey of Le Guin’s main male protagonist, Ged, as he becomes Archmage of Earthsea. The images associated with him are thus significant because through him Le Guin aligns the male forces of Earthsea with yin: Ged’s magic is described as being like water; he often uses the stars of the night sky to guide him; his greatest feats involve walking the land of the dead, ruled by perpetual night; and he hails from the mountains of Gont. Le Guin then describes her female protagonists so that they represent the active principle of yang: throughout the novels they are associated with dragons, fire and light. They also represent the force of change, bringing about the completion of a cosmic cycle and the rebirth of their world.
 
In terms of my overarching exploration of becoming in this series, it is also interesting to note that the action that extends throughout the five novels mirrors the cosmic, alchemical transformation from yin to yang. During the early novels there are hints that Earthsea is suffering an ‘age of ruin’. Ged believes the restoration of a king will bring about peace and prosperity and, after various quests, he finally crowns the new king, Lebbannen, in The Farthest Shore. However, in Tehanu, approximately twenty years later for the characters, the healing Ged hoped for has not happened. The era of patriarchal rule and dominant yin continues to engender apathy and stagnation. In keeping with the prevalence of yin energy during this time, Ged’s greatest feats are repeated trips into the Land of the Dead, which corresponds to the ‘underworld realms of yin’ (Saso 1990, 95).
 
In Tehanu and The Other Wind, however, Le Guin’s dragon women refuse to accede to patriarchal authority, claiming access to an alternative temporality and taking to the skies. In terms of the alchemical process during which yin and yang are brought into balance, the soul which has been to the underworld is now ‘cycled upwards to the realms of pure yang, and audience with the Tao’ (Saso 1990, 95); these last two novels bring the period of yin to an end and yang ushers in both the completion of a cycle and the beginning of a new one. As Saso writes in Taoism and the Rite of Cosmic Renewal: ‘the Taoist approach seeks to . . . allow the Taoist to pass from death to life, from Yin to Yang, to the eternal state of a newborn child . . . “eternally being born anew”’ (1989, 3). The dragon women shift the temporal consciousness of Earthsea from that of predictable linear progression to that of perpetual beginnings and becomings. The whole series thus reflects the alchemical Taoist process of rebirth and transformation described by Saso, and at the same time contributes new insights to the postmodern feminist exploration of feminine time as becoming.  

However, before Le Guin begins her exploration of becoming in the 1990s, she must liberate Tenar from the mire of feminine time as Le Guin perceived it during the Second Wave. In The Tombs of Atuan (all page references are from the collected edition published in 1993) Le Guin describes her protagonist as trapped in a stifling, feminised cyclical time, acquiring agency only when she steps into linear time at the end of the novel. Le Guin’s position with regard to feminine time during the second wave is thus that of Kristeva’s first generation.
 
 This novel is set in the patriarchal Kargad Empire which venerates the Old Powers of the Earth. Le Guin characterizes the worship of the Old Powers as a feminine, chthonic religion, all priestesses, labyrinths, caves, darkness and cyclical ‘rebirth’. In this evocation of feminine time she foregrounds images associated with ‘the eternal feminine’ and imagines it as an implacable grave, describing the Place (the main temple) as desolate ruins, cold emptiness and threatening darkness. As such, it reflects the non-life to which these women are condemned. It is telling that when the priestesses come to fetch Tenar, who is supposedly the One Priestess reincarnated, her father says, ‘Might as well bury her and be done with it’ (1993a, 175). 

During her initiation, Tenar is also ‘devoured’ by the (vagina dentate of the) Old Powers, becoming Arha, the Eaten One (1993a, 181), forever defined and constrained by the role expected of her in feminine time. In surrendering her name to the Old Powers, the Nameless Ones, she gives up her Self and merges with that which, at the moment of creation, is described as ‘tomblike’ (1993a, 187). Burchill writes that ‘“the feminine” was called up, as it were, by the project of contemporary philosophy insofar as it was judged capable of questioning the notion of time as a linear and homogenous succession of present moments’ (Burchill 2006, 85). According to Burchill, Arha and the priestesses (as ‘the feminine’) should be able to oppose patrilinear time and challenge the ideology it enforces, but for Le Guin, writing during the Second Wave, they are powerless to do so. We are told that the priestesses chant, ‘a word so old it had lost its meaning . . . Over and over they chanted the empty word [in] a dry unceasing drone’ (1993a, 179). That one meaningless word and the ‘dry drone’ suggest the infertile desiccation of their lives, and as Arha ages in the novel she becomes part of this meaningless repetition. 

Given these images, one could argue that the association of the Kargad women with the feminine in this novel aligns them with yin, contrary to my argument that Earthsea men embody this energy. However, it is crucial to remember that the priestesses of the Place abide by laws set by the male God-King whose reign enforces the inert, passive femininity of yin in their temple and throughout his kingdom. It is thus he, rather than these women, who encourages the dominance of yin.
 
When she reaches puberty, Arha begins to explore the labyrinth beneath the tombs, and again Le Guin uses images associated with ‘the eternal feminine’ to liken the domain of the priestess to the flesh of a woman’s body: as the door to the tombs opens, ‘an uneven section of the red rock moved inward until a narrow slit was opened. Inside it was blackness . . . The darkness seemed to press like wet felt upon the open eyes’ (1993a, 199). Arha moves into the central cavern, the ‘womb’ and the labyrinth that follows is a ‘spiralling tangle of tunnels’ (1993a, 213), and a ‘vast, meaningless web of ways’ (1993a, 222). In Myth and Reality Mircea Eliade writes that ‘from the structural point of view, the return to the womb corresponds to the reversion of the Universe to the “chaotic” or embryonic state . . . to the Night before Creation’ (1963, 80) but, instead of the fertile chaos that bears life, this ‘womb’ is tangled, meaningless, empty and infertile.     

Years pass until Arha finds a man holding up a light in this place that is ‘the very home of darkness, the inmost centre of the night’ (1993a, 200). In Jungian terms, he is a manifestation of Arha’s animus, the masculine part of her that signals she is ready for action; in Taoist terms, yang begins to challenge dark yin. In their first conversation, Ged (the man) tells her about dragons, drawing her attention away from the dark lifelessness she has known and, when she leaves him, he calls her by her real name. In giving Arha back her name, Ged pulls her from the vacuum of feminine time into the flow of linear time. Clearly, Le Guin’s position here is that an insertion into patrilinear time is preferable to the enforced passivity of feminine time.

That night Arha dreams and the images are significant. She sees a ‘bird-like’ female ‘angel’ the colour of firelight and, lying trapped in a tomb, her spirit, a phoenix-like bird, shatters her breast and flies free (1993a, 257). These associations of women with air and fire reflect Tenar’s slow return to her natural elements and her liberation from the grave. The phoenix image is particularly interesting in that a ‘bird of fire’ could be a dragon described in the words of someone who has never seen one and, in Taoist symbolism dragons suggest a resurgence of yang. The appearance of the ‘bird of fire’ thus signals Arha’s liberation from the stifling feminine time of the Tombs. 

After the dream she asserts her name, ‘Tenar’, and when she asks Ged how he knew it, he replies: ‘As I know the light . . . I know your name, Tenar’ (1993a, 267); her name is synonymous with light. To free herself, Tenar must therefore turn away from the darkness and stillness that signify feminine time for Le Guin during the Second Wave. Significantly, the key she uses to free herself and Ged is ‘dragon-hafted’ (1993a, 273). On her first morning of freedom, she looks around her and in contrast to the darkness of the Place, ‘the huge, silent glory of light burned’ (1993a, 282). Clearly associated with active yang and becoming something new, she steps into the light and takes her place in living linear time: Ged takes her home with him, and she begins a new life. However, this new life, while freer than that as Arha, remains restricted by the patriarchal customs of the Hardic Kingdom. 

In the last two novels of the Earthsea Series Le Guin acknowledges the ineffectiveness of the Second Wave solution offered by The Tombs of Atuan: merely inserting her female character into linear time does not necessarily result in gender equality. The entire patriarchal system needs to be overhauled for that to happen; it needs to ‘become’ something new. For this to happen, an alternative exploration of feminine time must be undertaken.
 
In her essay ‘Earthsea Revisioned’ (1993b), Le Guin admits that there is a need to redress the gender inequality of the early Earthsea novels and she outlines her intention to do so. In Tehanu Le Guin therefore explores the ways in which patriarchal Earthsea disempowers women and in The Other Wind she describes a world being destroyed by the imbalance created by gender inequality. When this imbalance is rectified at the end of The Other Wind, it is because Tenar, Tehanu and Irian assert the becoming of yang to balance the stillness of yin and Le Guin’s Earthsea undergoes the healing cosmogenesis called for in ‘Earthsea Revisioned’.

In Tehanu Le Guin describes an Earthsea in which men have all the power, both magical and political, and women are consigned to being mothers and wives. While powerful men are sent to the prestigious school for wizards on Roke, powerful women rise only to the position of the outcast and often pathetic figure of village witch. The Hardic Kingdom is in ruins: pirates and bands of thieves harass people; rape and violent crime is rife; and a sense of impending doom and immeasurable loss is pervasive. Even those who wield magic complain that their spells go awry and that the magical Balance has been damaged. In ‘Earthsea Revisioned’ Le Guin writes of Tehanu, but it is true for The Other Wind as well: ‘No magic, nothing they know, nothing they have been, can stand against the pure malevolence of institutionalised power. Their strength and salvation must come from outside the institutions and traditions. It must be a new thing’ (Le Guin 1993b, 19). This new thing will be born of women and dragons. 

Although Tenar frees herself from the restrictive feminine time of the Tombs and supposedly steps into the linear time of the Hardic Kingdom, she is still kept out of public linear time because she is a woman and is expected to be fulfilled by private, domestic activities. But instead of characterizing domestic, feminine time as harmful, as she does in The Tombs of Atuan, Le Guin approaches it differently in Tehanu. Here, she emphasises the fact that feminine time is Other to that of predictable, patrilinear progression; it is the time of becoming and it is significant that Tenar chooses not to take up a place in masculine linear time, and give up her position as Other.

On her arrival in Gont, Ged’s old mentor, the wizard Ogion, offers to teach her magic according to the rules of the all-male magic of Roke. She refuses his offer, declining male power and inclusion in an all-male hierarchy, to create meaning for herself. She then arguably takes up the restricted role of wife and mother; as Deborah Orr writes, ‘the feminine as Other seems doomed to either subordination in the status quo, or erasure through assimilation to the contrary norm’ (2004, 4). However, for Le Guin it is her refusal of masculine power that signals Tenar’s potential, particularly in Earthsea where the dominance of masculine power has led to a dangerous imbalance. She writes that Tenar’s ‘insignificance is her wildness. What she is and does is “beneath notice” and so she is free to connect with a different world, where things can be changed, remade’ (1993b, 23). 

Although an old woman is an unusual choice for the protagonist of a fantasy novel, Tenar’s age is appropriate given the exploration of becoming in these novels. Not only is the older woman wise because of the life-changes she has navigated (Le Guin 1986, 6); but also, as Jane Caputi writes, ‘a harbinger of rebirth, the Crone’s appearance signals a call to profound transformation and healing’ (1992, 433). This is precisely the role that Tenar plays in this novel. Le Guin thus imbues the older woman, usually dismissed and isolated by patriarchal society, with the dangerous, subversive (yang) energy of the Crone. 

At the beginning of Tehanu Tenar adopts an abandoned little girl who was left to burn alive in a campfire. Tenar calls the child ‘Therru’ which ‘means burning, the flaming of fire’ (1993a, 500). Although Therru is disfigured and crippled she does not die in the fire and so, like Tenar, there is a sense of her having been reborn from the ashes, a phoenix/dragon child. Throughout the novel Le Guin highlights the connection of both to the element of fire, continuing the motif she began in The Tombs of Atuan. Therru says to Tenar, ‘You’re red, like fire’ (1993a, 497) and when Tenar later says, ‘I am Tenar’, ‘the fire, catching a dry branch of pine, leapt up in a bright yellow tongue of flame’ (1993a, 499). From the start of the novel, the girl and woman are associated with images of active fire and thus yang; becoming, not stillness or passivity characterizes Le Guin’s Other in this novel. 

As the novel progresses Tenar is called to face the dragon that brings Ged home from his latest trip into the land of the dead and although she is ‘told that men must not look into a dragon’s eyes’, ‘that was nothing to her’ (1993a, 516); because she is a woman, she is not afraid of the dragon. This suggestion is provocative given the wariness with which the dragon is treated by many myth theorists. Eliade writes in Myth and The Eternal Return that ‘the serpent almost everywhere [symbolises] that which is latent, preformal, undifferentiated’ (Eliade 2005, 69) suggesting that it is this sense of impending chaotic change, in effect its yang nature that makes the Primordial Dragon threatening. Northrop Frye suggests outright that the dragon is satanic in his discussion of archetypal demonic imagery (Frye 1957, 147). Significantly this language has been used in various discourses to describe not only dragons, but women and the feminine, and in suggesting a relationship between these two Othered ‘creatures’, Le Guin empowers both. In the novel Tenar is accused of being a witch and sowing ‘dragonseed’ behind her (1993a, 586), her power recognised in the same moment it is disparaged. In this insult women and dragons are united as the ‘calumny’ that threatens man’s neat order. The way Therru is treated also recalls Frye’s connection of dragons with the demonic, because people assume her disfigurement to be the result of a curse. She seems evil to them, like dragons. As the novel progresses, Le Guin subverts this prejudice against both dragons and girl, describing Therru’s connection to dragonkind in terms that imply strength and health. Even early on, as the girl’s wounds heal Tenar is reminded of the flight of dragons: ‘Therru went, not crouching and sidling now but running freely, flying, Tenar thought, seeing her vanish in the evening light beyond the dark door-frame, flying like a bird, a dragon, a child, free’ (1993a, 568). 

When Tenar speaks to the dragon, it greets her with its name, Kalessin, acknowledging something in her. Because she refuses a place in the patriarchal hierarchy of power, she can look Kalessin in the eye: both dragon and woman have power and wisdom alien to man and both are capable of gaining access to alternative temporal spaces, something that becomes very significant in the final novel of the series, The Other Wind.

It is also significant that Ged has spent the last of his magical power in the land of the dead: that the Archmage of all Earthsea is now powerless reflects the waning of man’s power. Everything is changing and this change is coupled with the quiet assertion of Tenar, the abused Therru and their mysterious kinship with dragons and fire: yin is being replaced by yang. Although Ged feels everything is falling apart, that this is a ‘dark time, an age of ruin, an ending time’ (1993a, 547), Tenar feels some new beginning is imminent; we are told ‘there was something in her, some seed or glimmer, too small to look at or think about’ (1993a, 522) that is ‘like […] a spark; like the bodily certainty of a conception; a change, a new thing’ (1993a, 524). Le Guin foregrounds becoming in these images of new life and seeds and because the narrator describes this new beginning as a ‘glimmer’ and a ‘spark’, new life for Earthsea will spring from fire.
 
Increasingly, Therru seems to have something to do with that fire. When Tenar tells her about Kalessin, ‘a wave of warmth, heat, seemed to flow from the child . . . repeating the name [a] fever burned all around her’ (1993a, 520). Therru responds to Kalessin like a flame to oxygen. The reader makes the connection between her and ‘The Woman of Kemay’, a legendary woman who became a dragon. Le Guin is introducing something new into her Earthsea mythology that directly relates to the little girl and to the changes that are coming. Significantly, because the woman of Kemay is both woman and dragon, not either/or as the patriarchal establishment would prefer, becoming-dragon, becoming-woman destabilizes the unified identity required in patrilinear reality, destabilising the foundations of patrilinear reality itself. Le Guin imbues the Other with powerful transformative potential, and links it unequivocally with women.

Le Guin spends most of Tehanu foregrounding the everyday misogyny of Earthsea, and the action comes to a head when Ged and Tenar are attacked. When Therru defends them, she ‘[looks] into the west with the other eye and [calls] with the other voice the name she had heard in her mother’s dream’ (1993a, 685) and the dragon comes, ‘in the gulfs of light, from the doorway of the sky’ (1993a, 687). In this moment we learn that, like Tenar, Therru has access to the other wind, that feminine time/space in which the dragons fly. Kalessin frees Ged and Tenar and then addresses Therru as ‘Tehanu’, the name of the brightest star in the summer skies, and ‘daughter’, confirming her kinship with dragonkind.

I would like to suggest that the term ‘the other wind’ could stand here as Le Guin’s term for ‘feminine time’ because it is the time/space of the Making, of deaths and rebirths, becoming, dragons and women, as opposed to patrilinear reality. It is the assertion of the other wind that will right the imbalances of Earthsea, and so The Other Wind (2001) follows Tehanu and Tenar as they facilitate the cosmogenesis of Earthsea. 

In The Other Wind the problems that plague Earthsea reach a climax: the dead disturb the dreams of those who can hear them, and dragons are once again attacking the kingdom. Le Guin very quickly establishes that men are to blame for the unhealthy imbalance causing Earthsea’s disease. We are told that in the beginning men and dragons were one people but over time they divided into two groups: Kalessin says, ‘We chose freedom. Men chose the yoke. We chose the fire and the wind. They chose water and the earth.’ (2001, 151). However, in giving up his dragon-nature, man relinquished his access to magic and so, hungry for power, he enforced the Verdunan. This act split humanity from the Other Wind, trading the possibility of rebirth (of becoming) for power in one, finite life thus enforcing the rule of linear time over human reality: ‘the verw-nadan was the first great triumph of the art magic . . . and the goal of wizardry was to triumph over time and live forever’ (2001, 232). This act also created the stagnant space of the land of the dead, a ‘prison’ where the spirits of the Hardic dead spend eternity. Le Guin describes the Dry Land in the same terms she uses for the Place in The Tombs of Atuan because of its emptiness, its unchanging darkness and its lack of life. As we can see, the linear time that promised Tenar freedom in The Tombs of Atuan, is now equated with patriarchal dominance and eternal stagnation.  

In contrast to the dryness and death of the eternal linearity associated with masculinist reality, Le Guin describes Orm Irian, a dragon, in vibrant terms. Irian arrives at the court of the King as a magnificent red dragon who transforms before the assembly: ‘[T]here was no dragon. There was a woman . . . She stood where the heart of the dragon might have been’ (2001, 147); significantly, the woman is the heart of the dragon. An interesting linguistic link, of which Le Guin may be aware, given her interest in Native American lore, is that the word heart and womb share a symbolic significance in some of these native languages; as Gunn-Allen reveals in The Sacred Hoop, ‘Heart often means “womb”’ (1986, 23). The heart of the dragon is woman, is womb, is the generative space of becoming. The connection between woman and dragon thus foregrounds generation and bearing of life, suggesting that both women and dragons are the embodiment of living energy in contrast to the aging wizards and the Dry Land. 

Finally it is decided that wizards, dragons and women will work together to heal the rift in Earthsea. However, even when this is obviously the only way to save Earthsea, some of the wizards are loath to trust the dragon-women and are resentful of their ‘untaught’ power. Onyx, the king’s mage, is ‘deeply and obviously shaken, frightened’ (2001, 101) and one of the other men asks: ‘These women who are dragons, dragons who are women – why are they here? Can we trust them?’ (2001, 234) Because dragons embody the chaotic becoming of yang, in direct opposition to the unchanging masculinist culture that has ruled Earthsea for centuries, some of the men are afraid that they will be displaced as the ‘rulers’ of this world. Grosz could be describing exactly this reaction when she writes that, ‘upheaval, the eruption of the event, the emergence of new alignments unpredicted within old networks, threatens to reverse all gains, to position progress on the edge of an abyss’ (1999, 16). However, Le Guin does not suggest that yang must replace yin – that the rule of women must replace that of men: at the end of this novel Earthsea is saved because men and women and dragons work together – yin and yang are balanced, even if, for cosmogenesis to take place the resurgence of yang might eclipse yin for a moment.  
The wizards and Irian enter the Dry Land and break down the wall that has kept the dead imprisoned and, as they do so, the sun begins to rise over this place which has been locked in perpetual shadow. Light, fire and wind release the dead, dragons once again fly free on the Other Wind and Tehanu herself is transformed into a golden dragon, like a bright star. As the Dry Land is destroyed, so the dangerous dominance of patrilinear time (and with it, masculinist culture) is undone and now a dialectical dynamic of both feminine time and masculine time will influence the experiences of those who live in Earthsea. 
Throughout these novels, Le Guin emphasises the capacity of her women to change, to shape-shift, to become and this reflects her final conception of feminine time. From Tenar’s liberation in the Tombs, she begins to imagine her female protagonists as transforming into light and fire, women becoming-phoenix-becoming-dragon and the motif dominates Tehanu and The Other Wind; Tenar, Tehanu and Irian flame up and, caught in the path of their fire, Earthsea becomes something new: earth, sea and yin are balanced by air, fire and yang.
In this article I have demonstrated that Le Guin’s Earthsea series can be read as reflecting the feminist debate regarding feminine time. From The Tombs of Atuan, written and published during the Second Wave to Tehanu and The Other Wind, published during the Third Wave, one can plot both Le Guin’s changing attitude to feminine time as well as the changes in the dominant feminist perspectives regarding this temporal phenomenon. What is at first rejected as something feminine foisted on women by masculinist culture, is redeemed by the poststructuralist notion of becoming, a feminine being-in-time that can subvert the stability of patrilinear time, and the authority of masculinist culture. For Le Guin, the potential for change and becoming associated with feminine time during the Third Wave is what enables balance to be achieved so that yin and yang are in dialectical engagement with each other. The transformative potential promised by the idea of becoming may thus offer feminist SF writers and critics alike the opportunity to throw off old gender asymmetries and discover what lies beyond the realm of earth and sea, of either/or/and and explore what it means to be both/many/dragon-woman. 
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